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I. INTRODUCTION

1. Up until now, all the African States have tried to strengthen
their external trade structures in order to earn maximum convertible

foreign exchange. However, few of them have talnen specifci measures
to increase the contribution of their domestic trade to socio-economic
development,

2. The Lagos Flan of Action, which stresses the need for Africa
to implement a policy of national and collective self-reliance

designates domestic trade as one of the key factors to socio-economic
development.

3. The excessively slow economic growth of Africa when compared
to what was expected some 20 years ago and the emergency situation
which has developed in many African countries over the past few years
require that the measures that are taken to increase manufacturing or

agricultural production should give appropriate attention to the domestic
trade of individual countries.

4. Indeed* inefficient or unsuitable systems of trade do not fulfill
their main functinns3 ioe0j supplying producers with appropriate inputs
and taking their products to consumers and thus hamper economic deve
lopment; in the first case, they are physical obstacle while in the
second they discourage the expansion of local production.

5. Their inef f ic ie.nl ly is one of the main causes of the striking
disparity between rural and urban areas. A large and often isolated
proportion of the population derives little or no benefit from national
economic growth, the development of industry and distribution networks

which tend to favour the population concentrated in urban areas.

6. The concept of integrated rur*l development and the need for
a multi-sectoral approach"to the development of rural areas are generally
accepted, The national bodies responsible for establishing development
policies should recognize the catalytic role of domestic irade. in
increasing production and thereby creating jobs, distributing income and
developing welfare in general and give it appropriate priority in their
development programmes

trade" lit ^ltl""'! objective of this 8t,,d, after def

^rf integ ation of rurf.I areas in ■< evelornent and help to

to K; the rM "^cultural production. The study "ill thus cn^vour
gro"h? °f dr*estlc ***** *" trln8ms a»W balanced ecox^ic



XI. DOMESTIC TRADE MIT rrVFT-O!?VF.ITT

2.1 Definition and functions of denestic trade and

factors that influence it.

8. The domestic trade of a country means all business transactions

relating to trade in goods produced locally or imported and services

within a nations! territory,

9. Ponestic trade nekes products available to users, producers

and consumers. It therefore fulfills two functinns5 It provides

a market for rroducers and satisfies the needs of users. It therefore

has both a nacre-economic role (it acts as an internedipry between

supply and demand) and a raicro-economic role (it provide.3 an outlet

for producer enterprises and satisfies the needs of users,, producers
and cqnsuners.).

10. Done otic trade is there a service producing econociic sector, the

services are added on to the value of products traded in and increase

their overall usefulness. The contribution of domestic trade to.the

gross domestic product is calculated en the basis of the value added

by the wholesale end retail trade in percentage of total sales to the

user. _!/ However, it fulfills a more important function in the
development process than what its direct contribution to GH? indicates.

By virtue of its position as a link between economic activities, domestic

trade can considerably influence the global development achievements

of tie various countries. This justifies the importance of improving
and expanding knowledge of the role of services in general and of

domestic trade in particular in the development mainly on the production
sectors, agriculture and industry, without paying enough attention to

the tertiary sector. Yet, a well-balanced and efficient services sector

can make a substantial contribution to growth. Services have a con

siderable impact on the re cans of attaining sone strategic in-i social
obj ectives .

11. In order to ensure an optimal use of resources, public authorities

should see to it that domestic trade, an economic sector that provides

services, should provide such services at the 1-^nst cost/ this calls

for a streamlining of its operations ind rcUicir." the charges v.orno by
users. At the same time-., domestic trade should be able to bring all

producers and users into contact with each other anr? this requires a
policy on organizing collection and distribution.
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12. The volume of a country's domestic trade depends on several

factors which are intangible: economic (supply and demand, level of

prices, cost of distribution services^ credit facilities), organizational
(distribution and storage) and legislative and physical? road infrast
ructure, transport facilities and communications networks.

13. The public authorities have p. considerable capacity to influence
both the volume and the geographical'coverage of domestic trade. The
aims of any government action in this area can be macro-economic in

nature, for instance financing and organizing appropriate infrastructure

and raicro-econonic. The measures that can be taken by the government
are mainly legislative, regulatory, institutional and financial.

14. The government's role in domestic trade is to maximize the use
fulness of the services rendered at the least possible cost while
ensuring that the consumer is protected by promoting the sale of national
production and facilitating the activities of public or private ope
rators in the sector. It is the public authorities' responsibility to

see to it that supply matches demand and to thus ensure that there is

an increase in production and that most of the needs of the population
are satisfied. Tlie measures that States r»*».y take to accelerate/

through domestic trading their economic development while ensuring or
seeking a balance in development between rural end urban areas, will
be; considered under this angle.

■ - . ■ . ■ t

2.2 Components and structure of domestic trade

15. The term "domestic trade' of a country covers activities of
very wide ranging importance;

(a) the producers from whom wholesalers and marketing boards
purchase goods vary in size from craftsmen and small-scale farmers to
factories and large-scale farm co-operatives, and buyers can purchase
volumes of a very wide range of merchandise from ..them;

(b) In developing countries, economic operators ranging
from wholesalers to public distribution enterprises and individuals
are in wholesaling as well as in small-scale retailing.

16. Similarly, domestic trade covers several types of transactions,
depending on the partners between whom they take place, the volume
geographical coverage or types of products traded in might involve'
the following operations;

(a) Collection from or delivery by producers;
(b) Transport;
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(c) Storage;

(d) Warehousing;

(e) Distribution;and

(f) Paynent;and possibly financing and credit.

17. Distribution is the moat obvious of all the above-mentioned

transactions. Its.function is to make intermediate products available

to users and consumer goods available to consumers. It is not necessarily

profit making and may be organized for social and macro-economic

purposes . _2/

18. Collection of products tc be distributed is a pre-condition to

distribution andtherefore to the satisfaction of demand. However*

its importance equally stems frcn the fact that it offers producers

the possibility of marketing their products.

19. The measures taken by the public authorities in order to facilitate

domestic trade therefore have two consequences; they improved the access

of products to markets and they have endeavoured to better satisfy con

sumption.

20. The structure of domestic trade depends initially on the markets

between which trading takes place* i.e., the supply and demand markets:

(a) The particular features of the supply market are the

range of products offereds the prices demanded, the quantities offered,

the dispersal or concentration of sources of supply and the level of

competition between producers (i.e, the structure of supply) and the

export policy with respect to goods produced in the country and the

import policy On goods of foreign origin;

(b) The demand market is determined particularly by the income

of consumers, what use they find in specific products and the geographic

spread or concentration of products.

21. Each of these components influences the development of domestic
trade structure, i.e. the structure of products supplied on the various
markets, how economic operators are organized and the distribution
channels.

22. Depending on whether supply is greater or lower than demand for

a particular products the market is dominated by the consumer or the

wholesaler and this affects the efforts needed to dispose of the goods

and the prices.
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23. As it has been shown earlier, domestic trade has two functions:

disposing of locally-produced and inported products and satisfying

demand. Insofar as it helps to dispose of national production thus

serving as a link between producers and consucers, it can be said to

be a factor of growth and therefore development.

24. In the following sectionss this paper will consider to what
extent such iabalances affect domestic trade after identifying sone

indicators of economic imbalance within African countries,

III. SOME INDICATIONS OH TFE CAUSFS OF ECONOMIC IMBALANCE WITHIN

AFRICAN STATES

25. The recent emergency situation which affected a third of the

population in the African region spread over 27 States and is

on a much larger scale, a repetition of the food crisis of the early

1970s it brutally bi^bli^hts tbr dr^on^ence nnrt nxtrp-ie poverty of a

large portion of the African rural population. The emergency situation

in fact shows a distinction between rural areas and urban areas and

demonstrates that large segments of the population living outside towns

have derived little or no benefits at all from the economic and social
progress achieved in many countries.

26. Several publications have dealt with Africa's population problems
and the characteristics of its population are well known? the majority

lives in rural areas (65 per cent in 1983), its density is low apart

from island or small-area countries, it has a high growth rate, it ■ is

very young, the illiteracy rate is higher in the country-side than in

the towns, and so on. The extent, causes and impact of rural depopulation
have also been extensively analyzed.

27. In the current study, it is when such population data are compared
to some economic data that they have any significance. Thus, although

nearly two thirds of the African population lived in the rural areas

in 1983S the share of the agricultural sector in the GPP of the sub-
Caharan region fluctuated between only 29,5 per cent for West Africa
and 38 per cent for East Africa 4/ and the sector in general had low

productivity. According to a World Bank report, _5/ 33 to 50 per cent
of the rural population in Africa south of the Sahara, lives in a state
of poverty which is all the more serious because agriculture is under
developed. In the sane vein, a study carried out by v,r,& ±n 198Q g/

showed that there were considerable disparities between urban and~rura.l
incomes, urban incomes being three to four times rural incomes, 77 and
an examination of the terras of trade between rural and urban areas in
Africa showed a general declining trend.
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28. The unfavourable development of economic conditions in rural

areas has accentuated the already widespread phenomenon of the rural-

urban drift with the well-known impact on the availability of labour

in farming areas and demand for foodstuffs in areas with high concen

trations of population. The literacy campaigns mounted by African

States have not always had the expected results^ while it was thought

that greater access to education and therefore to information would

help to develop the rural areas particularly by increasing productivity <>

other obstacles have prevented the transition from traditional farming

systems to more productive systems and simultaneously promoted the

drift towards the towns of the youn^ and literate population highlighting

the slight influence that the rural population has on its future.

29. It has been realized that contrary to the assumptions of the

development strategies of the 1960s, the economic growth of a State does

not automatically bring about a better distribution of jobs and incomes

nor does it effectively combat poverty.

30. Satisfying the basic needs of the rural populatitms giving it

access to a more varied and wholesome diets improving its standard of

living, integrating it and involving it in national economic development

have required c, restructuring cf national development policies in the

light of existing regional disparities and geared to help the poorest

segments of the population.

31. This study will show that with respect to the for ego ings an

appropriate policy for developing domestic trade cr.n play a catalytic

role in integrating the rural areas and involving them in national

economic growth.

IV. DOMESTIC TRADE IN AFRICAN ECONOMIES

32. The various components of domestic trade structure reflect

the economic dual ism wh ich generally c haracterises d evelep ing economies,

Thuss

(a) The domestic market is highly segmented particularly in

terns of purchasing power with a considerable difference in average

purchasing power between the urban and rural areas;

(b) The products traded in generally go through the same types

of channels; the bulk of manufactures and imports generally gees to

the large towns; some of the manufactures and imports go to rural

markets (some products such as fertilizers go exclusively to rural areas.)

while another portion is channelled to the border markets. In the case
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of agriculture produce, the marketable surplus either roes to the
towns or is exported. Uhen there is a bad harvest, the trend is

irt an* tne lack of reserve* farrOc ,.,„.., i consumers to turn to

causes a deter

rural

rclat
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snail productive^nit"1,^"'; shor?'""?" °'
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and quality of che ro,".d network have be?n less developed than in

urban areas. Suitable, warehouses or shops for stor iiip p.oo^.s supplied

fron industrial zones are rare in rural .^reas so are cole? storage rooms

for perishable foods produced locally or in neighbouring regions, P.ural >

markets (eve*, though the tern applies also to many markets in the urban

areas) are poorl> eqa ju,-p c:u ; tiiay have ruaiueiaary unloading facilities^

racshackle shelters for sellers and goods-, poor an-*3 unhealthy hygienic

and sanitary conditions^ prob 1 ans of processing or removing unsold

per ishaMe 3cods, no standardization of conci^nnents (weights and

quantities) and no ps.0k.a3 ine ;

(g) The economic dual i si?, is striking as far as the facilities

that support the d.o-^.fitic trade of African. Htatas is concerned. Modern

businesses (supermarkets;, stores specializing in luxury itens) and

traditional and informal businesses exist si^e hy side in the sarae towns.

Each type of business has a different target narket and this specifi

cally shows the economic dualism which chanctcrizee developing economies

in general.

(h). It has been noticed that funding agene ies generally tend

to grant, loans to businesses■■ "o?_ sed in the ■ r*a jor urban centres . The

economic operators in rural areas do not generally have the opportunity

of securing; financing from funding agencies. The cr it ic i sit1, that is

often nade about conr.crcial loans is that they arc not available.

According to a. study on the n:-;r listing of foodstuffs in Ghana, 51 per

cent of the retr.il traders used their own capital to finance their

activitieSj about 25 psi' cent ^ane fTon fanily loans or loans f r on

friends as against about two per cent who obtained ban kin;: loins and

who were concentrated in two of the five rep ions studied, Fhen the

credit agencies have funds, w^at usually harpsns is that the terms un^er

which loans arc -ranted are so rag id that po tfintial borrowers turn

towards other sources which are perhaps nore costly but more flexible

in terns of repayments. This is in fact what traders who deal in nostly

perishable foodstuffs do because they run 3roster risks than nost

other traders;

.. (i) /.j a result of steady increase in the urban population

which depends on the production of farming areas and often on imports

for its food supplir.£ tbn ->'*■!j.c lutbcri'cic" have developed conplexe

marketing systems for agricultural produce and strengthened the appro

priate infrastructure in order to satisfy urban consuncrs. On the

other hand, the interests; of rural inhabitants seen as consuners have

often bean overlooked; sucb. neglect has not always affected then as

agricultural. prociuccrss since one of the commonest objectives of farn

produce marketing systene is to stabilise or increase the incones of

farncrs. Indeed, fr.rners are encouraged to grow narkotable produce

either to supply towns or for export B They therefore have to concentrate

their efforts on certain products but such specialization nakes them
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Gradually dependent on outside sources for foodstuffs thrt they no
longer produce and this causes a geneaal deterioration in the terns
of trade to the disadvantage of farmers.

V. MEASURES ON HOW TC INCPSASE THE CCFTP.irUTICJ7 OF EOKESTIC

TRADE TC 2EVFL0FMEET

fill +4 The Precedin2 section attempted to show through the consi
deration of various components of domestic trade h-;w the drawbacks

economies?*" SUPP°rt " 8trcn^hen the econonic dualism of

34. in this section, that examination will be complete* by nronosinr
measures on how to improve the sector and thus increase itsimprove the sector and thus increase its con

sect™ in IZltlT? *? Sen°ral "d tO the lnt««»-t"n oTt^sector in national developnent in particular.

5-l General considerations

35. When recommendations are beinr; prepared on how to or^nize
donestic trade, it is important to take into account national deve
lopment objectives of an econonic an^ social nature and to consider
the dynamic environment of donestic trade. The process of economic
development implies specialization of labour and a Prow«ne Mc
separation between production and consumption which'to.^tSer with the
StL8S:: ar ■ Yrb" P°P"la"°n "enteB * Roving .inter-depen

an- ln = "a«ed trade. Porestic trade co-ordinates
and consumption activities.

is1r?(luired in order to develop and organize the sector

r ^W: TJ%1 ^ CUVT ""«««• nechani.n., domestic
sector o^Jy/nd de^^) «d obstacles to a better operation of the

'r/1 lmpr°\e? ^nol-d h
sector o^J/ ^^ p f t
should'^r/1 lmpr°\e? ^nowle-dae r-.eane that the various .overnnents
trade «l?hn ,a"%tine/° studying the various elements of d-oaestic
trade and the interdependence between production, distribution n
some economic data including prices. "Ducxon a

«n*- ffc ±S Tn? tO belleve tbat efficient distribution systems
up spontaneously in the course of development, The miblic authorities

-
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38. The measures that need to be taken in order to organize the

sector and particularly to promote better integration of the rural

sector in national economic development mainly concern:

(a) The structure of domestic trade and its mechanisms;
(b) Infrastructure to facilitate domestic trade"

(c) Pricing policies and domestic terms of trade;

(d) Financing domestic trade.

5, 2 Structures and raechanispfi of domestic trg.de

39. It is up to the government to establish a list of objectives

that should be attained through a reorganization of the domestic trade

structures to lay down the responsibilities of each category of

operators in the sector and tc establish a system of constant assessment

of the sector's perfornance in the light of established objectives and

the development of economic and social conditions.

40. The nain objectives that the organization of the sector is
expected to attain include;

(a) Stable,, secure and cheap supplies of consumer, interned iate

and production ^oods to consumers and users throughout the country;

. (b) Protection of consumers, particularly those consumers who
live far frosi centres of production and who do not have p. choice
between several sources of supply?

(c) Reducing or eliminating obstacles to the marketing of
national products;

(d) Ensuring that public or private marketing officers
can be relied upon to operate as regularly as possible.

41. In order to overcome the shortcomings", identified in the preceding
section, the public authorities need to take the following measures:

(a) Structure of products

It is necessary to lay down a definition of production, import
and export policies that will permit a better adjustment of supply to

domestic market demand. I'ith respect to production policy, many countries
consider the development of their agro-industry n priority* particularly
in the rural areas. Agro-industries are important in that the value
added is o source of additional incogs and it helps to diversify and
enrich the diet. In order to expand agrc-inc*ustriee in the rural areas,
special attention will have to be devoted to collecting, storing,
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transporting and delivering raw materials ar^ inputs; to improving

infrastructure, analyzing denand, supplyinc credit in order to build
up stocks and disseninating information to snail-scale producers on
existing markets and their requirenents.

(b) Structure of the domestic market

A thorough analysis of demand is required. Penand concerns
consuner goods as much as internediate and production Cordsu The demand

for the latter depends particularly on the necsures imrlp.ncnted in
order to attain sectoral objectives. It is incortant when considering
each sector, to take int- account the fact that -i substantial portion of
the rural population dees not have Ir.n-i and that when the rural popu
lation is -supplied., among other things, with raw materials and tools,
this promotes the development of small r-roc^ssinr workshops and the '
creation of added value in rural areas,

(c) How economic operators are organized

Kcononic operators make up a complex distribution network which
ranees -from.the marketing agencies to retailers, Where the State does
not import, importers are large-scale distributors who act as wholesalers
or distribute their products to wholesalers, Between the wholesalers
and retailers there is, depending on how the distribution network is '
organized, a large 3rour. of middlemen. The categories of economic ope
rators are tendins to increase. Producers or whol.csnlcrs often use
several types of distrIbutors for the same product de^erdin? on the
segments of the aarkets which they went to reach 9/ however,.it is
possible that, users -or consumers *o not know vhere'to find a'specific
article. That is where additional niddlcnen co- in who have the infor
mation needed an<1 who increase the price of. the product.

42. Given this lack of or3anizations it is inr>ort*nt: to define a
clearer structure of commercial operators etntlng their respective roles
and thus permitting a streamlining of distribution networks! Never-

cannot satisfy at competitive prices. The nain sto^s to be ta n
this respect are therefore; Gn ln

• (a> Clearly defining the tasks of each category of operator
xn the national coanercial system (state distribution enterprises
marketing co-operatives, vWlcsnUvs9 se, i-who! e.al era , other inter
mediaries and retailers)' r inter
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(c) Laying down conditions for competition which will prevent
monopolies. This applies especially to the undersuppl led rural areas

where demand is greater then supply and there is very little information
this plays into the hands of commercial operators to the disadvantage
of consumers;

(d) Distribution networl'.s

It has already been seen that the very structure of the pro
ductive sector which is mr.de u? in the irain of small production units
scattered demand in rural areas and inadequate infrastructure, have '
contributed to delays in the distribution networks. As far as the
distribution of perishable foodstuffs is concerned, the delays in
attribution channels and the number of middlemen are even more crucial

IZS t ?5\. F'estrvation and Processing facilities since perishable
goods should be sold as quickly as possible. H)/

networkshnre?in reco"nendatione with * view to improving distribution

(a) Taking steps to promote the consolidation of supoly Or
demand through the setting uP of producers' consumers' and users'
associations or co-operatives-

public nr\r-Cul7inB °V * rr«1±Blina^y study on the best location for
-ublic or private warehouses based on several factors including proximity

«?M?V°U*Cei! 8UPP1I and/0r SGleS cutlets to h* serviced, the acces
sibility of the area and whether or not skilled manpower is available
to manage the warehouse:

npHaua^l Carrying out a preliminary stu^y on the best location for
Irll oi JoJ I >KCOn;erVu1On and/0r rroc«8lng facilities mainly in the
area of food either for direct consumption or processing;

InvolvinS public wholesale marketing corporations in the

have a weak purchasing power and are badl, informed?

5>3 Infraseructure for facilitetinn donestlc trade

44. The greatest imbalance betveen urban and rural arras is in ti-c
done.tle trade infrastructure. Because of the gter.dv rrowth in the

the
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making distribution easier and nore reliable in the urban centres, In

the rural arer.s the collection of agricultural produce intended

for export or for the urbin nrcv.c r*s been vilely orpnize^. However,

when considered as consumers, the farming an^ non-faming population

of the rural areas has received little attention. The shortcomings

in the distribution networks for the rurr.l areas and the difficulties

in acquiring certain itp.ns in those areas are puch tbat the itens are

far ncre expansive than they would be on the or^?.nized and well-supplied

urban markets and tbis causes p.n inbnlancc in the dnnestic terms of
trade,

45. It is the responsibility of the puMic authorities to develop ro^d

infrastructure. In order to facilitate doncstic r.rale, road infras
tructure development sheuli a in c t:.

. (a) .Opening up isolated regions including sonc border ar.-eas and
facilitating the .distribution ~f goods to consumers living in distant
areas"

(b) Reducing transport costs-

(c) Supporting the development of priority sectors. In that
rcg-ard it is necessary to:

(i) Cc-orlinate planning for thr extension of the
network of access roads with the a in of increasing sectoral and region.?.!
production;

(ii) Promcte and recrulate the devclopnent of transport}

(iii) Co-ordinate domestic transport development policy with
that of investments in storage and preservation facilities both with
respect to the collection of local products and to distribution in rural
areas,:

(iv) Consider prospects for trade between rural areas without
necessarily pasain- through the najor urban centres, in order to provide

a larger local or regional market for the small rurr.1 enterprises while
reducing the transport cost component in the prices of itens purchased
by the rural population.

46, The public authorities, particularly the iccal authorities, are

also responsible for developing rural or local narkets. They should
ensure that such markets are better equipped with respect toi

(a) The unload inp: of .^oo'ds;

(b) Removal of unsold perishable items:

(c) The hygienic conditions of shelters for sellers, and
their products:.

(d) Packagins "'"tcria1...
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5 .4 Pricing policies an-*, domestic terns of tra^e

67 . In order to integrate rural areas into national economic deve™

lopnent, at ranker, en t s will have to he na-'.c to balance as much as

possible domestic terns of trade,

48. To analyze the terns of trade, the agricultural producer price

index and the prices of manufacturer! products have to be calculated

which assunes that accurate statistics arc sva.ila.hle.

49. When pricing agricultural connioi it ics s account will be. taken

of the fact that:

(a) The producer's main concern is the actual price he receives

I.e. the price that reflects the cost of inputs and the impact of

inflation on the prices of consuner goods (terns of trade)'

(b) The prices offered to agricultural producers should be

relatively stable and remur\r-rative during the period of production an:

offer prospects cf s tab II It y in ths lonre.r tern to stimulate investment ;

(c) The response of producers to price variations or elasticity

of supply varies depending on the neasures taken in parallel with

respect to in~>u t trices and narkdtinp; , The elasticity of the various

crops may he such that a rise in the producer price of a particular

cereal may not necessarily lead to an increase in overall agricultural

production but only a transfer of resources from one. product to the

other, What is important to stimulate an increase in overall agricul

tural production Is the f* 1 o b a 3 elasticity of supply.

(d) Tht pricing syst;.n 175.11 have credibility in t^e eyes of

producers and be efficient only insofar as it is accompanied by

realist ic neasur as to ensure Its application.

(e) The cost of storing crops and the cost of transport to the

distribution centres s\ouxd not be passer! on to producers.. Otherwise,

their incomes vi.ll shrink.. ' "

(f) It is important that small rroduccre' associations that

are directly concerned but are often not we11-organized and are badly

represented should be part of the advisory committees established to

fix agricultural prices,

50. Any control of fie profit marline of economic operators such as

publics mixed cr private enterprInee is an extremely delicate natter.

It should take into ?.ccourt both the interests of consumers, the final

aim of distribution policiesj and the concern to provide a fair remune

ration for business activity- Poor profit margins 'nay engender the need
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to subsidize puMic marketing agencies to enable them tc continue

operating or force private business corporations to file their

petitions for bankruptcy disrupting the distribution network to the

disadvantage of consumers, especially if such consumers live far

away from trade centres.

5.5 Financing domestic trade

51. As trade develops and distribution covers larger markets, there
is a greater demand for investment financing and working capital.

However, African countries do not have banks that specialize in financing

business activities apart from some institutions that finance the
marketing of agricultural produce.

52. Generally, commercial banks rive loans only to companies in
the modern and organized commercial sector and possibly to importing

enterprises that are often foreign and are concentrated, in the capital

or the outlying suburbs. As mentioned earlier, the informal commercial

sector generally ^oes not have access to official credit. There are

therefore several obstacles to financing the development of commercial

activities. Reducing such obstacles requires particularly:

(a) Strengthening the 'commercial credits'" branches of
financial institutions?

(b) Tailoring the terms of reimbursing loans to the charac
teristics of the sector such as the speed of sales turnover and seasonal
cycles as veil as the type of commercial operator;

(c) Carrying out a preliminary study on commercial credit
requirements in the light of the objectives selected for-the sector
and the strategy adopted.

53. If the commercial banks manage to mobilize domestic savings
particularly in the rural areas, they will be able to increase prospects
for granting loans.

54. Greater access to the financing of "onnercial activities will
promote competition among operators to the benefit of consumers.

5« 6 Keasures on how to balance domestic trade betx^een the

urban and rural sectors

55t Briefly, the main measures that nay te recommended with respect
to how to organize domestic trade and increase its contribution to
national development in general and to the integration of the rural sector
in particular and thereby make progress towards re-establishing a better
balance of trade between the rural and urban sectors includes
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(s) Policy choice;

(i) Taking into account the dynamic environment of

the domestic trade sector, particularly, sectoral development objectives

(ii) Preparing a production, import and export policy

to better adjust supply to domestic demand;

(ill) - A thorough analysis of demand for intermediate

and capital goods as well as consumer goods throughout the country.

(b) Organization of distribution!

(i) Defining the role of each type of economic operator

and the terms of admission to the trade: establishing terms for com

petition which prevent monopolies;

(ii) Taking measures that promote the consolidation of

supply and demand in rural areas;

(iii) Carrying out a preliminary study on the best location

for warehouses and conservation and/or processing facilities for peris

hable poods in the rural areas;

(iv) Considering the interests of consumers and the need

to protect such interests particularly in the underprivileged areas

where consumers are badly informed and have low purchasing power;

(v) Laying down conditions cf work for commercial

operators which will enable them to operate efficiently without any

risk of causing breakdowns in the distribution networks;

(vi) Establishing conditions for promoting the development

of private or public wholesale trade in the remote areas.

(c) Development ^of infrastructure:

Co-ordinating plans for extending the ro-id network with

sectoral development objectives and plans for building warehouses and

conservation and processing facilities;

(ii) Developing the road network between rural areas withou
necessarily passing through the capital or other major urban centres;

(iii) Promoting and controlling transport in line with
(i) above.
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recently teen evaluated at norf than ?. C ner cr«t of rural households

ir. nany countr ies,, 1JL/ measures to facilitate tr^^.e would encourage

this landless rural f-orulation to u^dcrta^e non-agricultural fro-

c.uct ive activities.

iZ. It io therefore important thai: the countries of the region

adoft the measure3 rsco-nBieri'lft-. in this stu^y particularly:

(a) T'akinf a detailed analysis of denani in or^er to sear

donee tic production to satisfying; such r'

(>) A-ljustin? the policy on the incon-es of farmers in or^cr

to increase tbeir rurchasint; rower;

(c) ^rawin<? up staMe and rsrunerativc rroduccr price

polices;

(d) l-'akinp more credit available for the develop-ner.t of the

rural sector,

(g) °rg£.nis inj? d ist r il.u t ion nctworlrs (natchinj? supDly tc demand,

rronoting wholesale trr^'r. in thr hint er l?r.-. of countries, optimal

location of warehouses and. processing facilities;

(f} rxr-ar.** in$ the networV of access roa^E according to sectoral

and regional production objectives an4 in relationship to the plans

for establishing storage warchoupin.^ and processing facilities;

(g) Establishing a well"defined structure for economic operators

clearly stating the rele of.each type of operator such as importers,

wholesalers-, sesii-wholesalers ^ -m^ retailers.

(h) refining the role of r,iraptatal enterprises an*?- setting ur

co-operatives and ensurjnf! tKit they operate snoothly

(i) developing a regular syctM of domestic transport to ensure

the movement of products md.rlic supply of Isolated regions,

(j ) Est.iTO. ishinr economic provrtb centres in fbn rural arcss

hy encouraging snall-scalc and cottage ir.c'ustrioc.

Cl, The puMic authorities should nccor-f Monastic trade the priority

it deserves in ecvelo-irent proprames because of .its c&tslytic rower

in the process of production expansion Any -attempt to ex nan'?, intra -

African trade will not succeed upleps national trade structures are

strengthened.
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